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                        Vienna and wine 
 
 

1. Day: ARRIVAL IN VIENNA 
3x overnight accommodation in Vienna environment  
 

2. Day: VIENNA, HEURIGEN EXPRESS AND GRINZING  
In the morning you discover the Viennese city centre. Our tourist guide 
shows you all the points of interests in Vienna. You see the state opera, the 
imperial palace and St. Stephen cathedral. In the afternoon you become 
acquainted with then the cosy side of Vienna. You drive with the Heurigen 
express – a small train - through the wine areas of Grinzing and Nußdorf, a 
bit of Vienna Woods to Grinzing. There you enjoy a typical snack at a 
Heurigen – a Viennese tavern - with the delicate Viennese wine. Back again 
with the Heurigenexpress passing the house where Beethoven lived you 
arrive again to Nußdorf. This is an ideal starting point to drive to Kahlenberg to enjoy the beautiful view 
"Vienna from above".   
 

3. Day: BADEN, MAYERLING, GUMPOLDSKIRCHEN  
Your tourist guide shows you the environment of Vienna. Baden, which is an 
old-Roman cure city and Mayerling, a beloved castle of crown prince 
Rudolph.  
The dinner takes place then at a Heurigen in Gumpoldskirchen. Here you 
can try the Rotgipfler, one for this area admitted white wine.   
 

4. Day: BURGENLAND 
Today we travel to Burgenland, the beginning of the Pannonian lowland. 
You visit the pictorial village Rust, which is located next to Neusiedler See. Here you have the possibility to 
make a horse carriage ride by the vineyards or a boat ride on Neusiedler See. A wine tasting shows you then 
how different Austrian wines can taste.   
 
 
 
Services:  
3x overnight accommodation in Vienna environment 
3x buffet breakfast 
2x Tourist guides (Vienna and Baden, Mayerling – both half day)  
Journey with the Heurigenexpress  
Heurigen visit with snack and ¼l wine in Grinzing  
Heurigen visit with Dinner and ¼l wine in Gumpoldskirchen  

 

 
 

                                                                                                               

 


